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**Abstract:** Inspection and monitoring of wet nuclear storage facilities such as spent fuel pools or wet silos is performed for a variety of reasons, including nuclear security and characterisation of storage facilities prior to decommissioning. Until now such tasks have been performed by personnel or, if the risk to health is too high, avoided. Tasks are often repetitive, time-consuming and potentially dangerous, making them suited to being performed by an autonomous robot. Previous autonomous surface vehicles (ASVs) have been designed for operation in natural outdoor environments and lack the localisation and tracking accuracy necessary for operation in a wet nuclear storage facility. In this paper the environmental and operational conditions are analysed, applicable localisation technologies selected and a unique aquatic autonomous surface vehicle (ASV) is designed and constructed. The ASV developed is holonomic, uses a LiDAR for localisation and features a robust trajectory tracking controller. In a series of experiments the mean error between the present ASV’s planned path and the actual path is approximately 1 cm, which is two orders of magnitude lower than previous ASVs. As well as lab testing, the ASV has been used in two deployments, one of which was in an active spent fuel pool.
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1. Introduction

The motivation for the present research is to facilitate the automation of inspection and monitoring tasks in nuclear fuel storage pools and wet silos by the provision of a suitable aquatic autonomous surface vehicle (ASV). Radioactive material such as spent fuel and legacy waste is typically stored underwater in deep pools, where the water provides both radiation shielding and cooling. Radioactive material usually remains in spent fuel pools (SFPs) for 10 or more years before being reprocessed or sent for long term storage [1]. SFPs are routinely monitored and inspected by the facility operators and external organisations. Inspection and monitoring is performed for a range of purposes, including radiation monitoring, assessment of the condition of the spent fuel rods and nuclear security.

Presently, inspection and monitoring of SFPs is reliant on personnel to deploy the required sensors and equipment, usually from a movable bridge above the pool; tasks are often repetitive and time consuming and therefore suited to automation [2]. Moreover, due to the proximity to radioactive material, access is restricted, working can be awkward and physically demanding due to the need to wear protective clothing and there is a potential health risk to the operator.
1.1. Environment

Spent fuel storage pools (Figure 1) are usually over 10 m deep with high walls and are between 5 m and 50 m in length, although larger pools are typically segmented into smaller walled areas. SFPs are generally indoor, well-lit and constructed from poured concrete. The walls and surroundings can be plain and featureless, or feature-rich with piping, fixtures and other equipment; the same is true of the ceiling above. Looking down towards the fuel from the water surface, the water is deep but usually clear in modern SFPs meaning that feature-rich video of the stored fuel may be available. However, in legacy SFPs and wet silos clarity of the water cannot be relied upon and lighting could be variable or non-existent. For both SFPs and wet silos the environment may be considered time invariant, operations that involve change to the environment such as fuel handling can be scheduled around inspection and monitoring tasks. Water temperature in an SFP is usually around 40 °C [3] and water circulation systems may create strong currents in certain areas of the pool. The magnetic field in and surrounding the SFP or wet silo is likely to contain interference from equipment in the vicinity or ferrous content of the concrete walls [4].

![Figure 1. A spent fuel pool at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, California.](image)

1.2. Application

To formulate the ASVs operational requirements, two specific application examples are discussed in the following sections.

1.2.1. Deployment of an Improved Cerenkov Viewing Device

An improved Cerenkov viewing device (ICVD) is a light intensifying device that is optimised for viewing Cherenkov glow emitted from fuel rods in SFP. This is the instrument most commonly used by IAEA inspectors to confirm the presence of spent fuel in SFPs [2]. Spent fuel assemblies are characterised by their Cherenkov glow pattern. The Cherenkov glow is very bright in the region directly above the fuel rods. Therefore, to distinguish an irradiated fuel assembly from a non-fuel item the ICVD must be carefully aligned above the fuel rod. Fuel rods are typically around 1 cm in diameter [5] so it is reasonable to assume that the vehicle should be capable of control accuracy of a similar magnitude. Control accuracy is also important to prevent collisions when the vehicle is navigating close to walls and obstacles. For the ICVD to produce clear unblurred video from which individual fuel rods can be verified, the vehicle must move slowly over the fuel assemblies with minimal variation in pitch and roll. Assuming that a minimum of 2 s of video would be required while the vehicle passes over a typical 20 cm wide fuel assembly [5], a reasonable maximum scanning speed is 0.1 m/s. Maintaining velocities and accelerations at low levels will also help minimise pitch and
roll of the ASV caused by misalignment of the centres of thrust, drag and mass; although it is possible to mechanically stabilise the ICVD by mounting it on an active gimbal, as discussed in Section 3.1. For efficient coverage, the ASV should be capable of following straight lines above rows of fuel rods. To maintain ICVD orientation whilst scanning, a holonomic ASV is preferred.

1.2.2. Radiation Monitoring of Pool Walls

The ASV may be used to deploy radiation detectors to monitor the activity of the walls of the pool or silo. This is particularly necessary when legacy pools or silos are drained for decommissioning and decontamination of the pool walls must be verified. Radiation detectors are often highly sensitive to the distance from the object they are measuring and usually must be held still for a period of time while the measurement is performed. Therefore, the ASV will need to be able to hold a pose with good accuracy, preferably sub-centimetre. If measurements are to be repeated following decontamination, it is important that the ASV can return to a previously held position to repeat the detection task. Stability of the payload is less important in this case because the distance between the sensor and the object is much smaller.

1.2.3. General Requirements

The ASV will be required to operate on the surface of the water and have a large flexible payload area that can carry a wide range of sensing equipment. To reduce the risk of contamination and simplify setup and operation, the system should be standalone and not require the use of any beacons or goalposts. Setup complexity and operator time should be minimised and the ASV should be easy to clean and eliminate any trace of contaminated water so that the system can be safely transported and redeployed.

1.3. Review of Existing ASVs

To date, a range of ASVs have been developed [6–10], however, most are large vehicles that have been designed for operation in marine environments and lakes [7,8,11]. They rely on unsuitable sensor packages and lack the control accuracy required for operation in SFPs or wet silos. In the literature, the best performing ASVs in terms of path tracking abilities achieve an average path tracking error of around 1 m [7,8]. In [7] Dunbabin and Grinham evaluate the tracking accuracy of an autonomous surface vehicle in Lake Wivenhoe, Australia. The vehicle is a catamaran which is several metres in length, utilises GPS for navigation and has a tracking accuracy of approximately 1 m. While fit for purpose, this vehicle is clearly not suited for deployment in an SFP or wet silo because the GPS will not work indoors and the vehicle does not provide the required tracking accuracy.

As there are currently no ASVs that are suited to the unique environment of a wet nuclear storage facility, the present paper gives detail of a novel ASV that is appropriately sized, has a localisation system that works in confined GPS denied environments without the use of external infrastructure and has cm accurate path tracking ability.

1.4. Contributions

• An analysis of a range of localisation technologies that are applicable to an autonomous aquatic surface vehicle operating in a confined environment.
• Detail of the mechanical and software design of a uniquely capable autonomous aquatic surface vehicle.
• Experimental work proving that the ASV is capable of meeting the requirements of two example applications: Straight path tracking and position holding.
2. Localisation Technologies

In Section 2.1 the viability of commercially available technologies that can provide or aid localisation are discussed. In Section 2.2 the findings are summarised and the localisation technologies used in the present work are selected.

2.1. Analysis of Relevant Localisation Technologies

Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) are common place on marine vehicles but must be ruled out in the present case due to the fact that most facilities will be indoors. Even if GNSS was available, the nominal accuracy of a good quality GNSS is around 1 m, degrading at approximately 0.22 m for each 100 km from the broadcast site [12].

Computer vision (including the use of monocular, stereo and RGBD cameras) can be used to provide odometry [13] as well as simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) [14] both above and below the waterline. However, visual systems fail to function reliably in environments with too few or too many salient features, where lighting is poor or changeable and during rapid movements of the camera [15]. As stated in Section 1.1, for the present problem scenes are often feature-sparse, water may be turbid and good lighting cannot be guaranteed; therefore a vision system cannot be employed without a reliable fall back system in place. For example, the AR drone [16] chooses between two visual SLAM algorithms dependent on conditions and has a fall back if neither algorithm can produce reliable localisation.

A LiDAR paired with an appropriate SLAM algorithm can provide highly accurate localisation above the water surface and has fast refresh rates [17]. LiDARs use light emitted by the sensor and the results do not deviate greatly in variable light conditions. The largely 2D environment in which the ASV operates and the presence of high surrounding walls makes use of 2D LiDAR a favourable choice. LiDAR technology is mature and a range of high accuracy, waterproof units in suitably sized packages are readily available. To compliment the 2D LiDAR, a variety of well tested 2D SLAM algorithms are also available to give pose information from the laser scan. Underwater LiDARs have recently become commercially available but are large, expensive and have safety constraints [18].

Inertial measurement units (IMUs) have very high refresh rates and can be used to improve the data obtained from an absolute measurement, such as LiDAR or GPS. By fusing the IMU with an absolute localisation method, the measurement accuracy of acceleration, velocity and displacement may be improved [17,19–21]. The IMU may also be used to fill gaps between the measurements of an absolute sensor, which is useful for fast acting control systems [22] and to rebuild a 2D or 3D scan [23]. 9-axis IMUs are composed of a 3-axis accelerometer, 3-axis gyro and 3-axis compass. As discussed in Section 1.1, magnetic disturbance is to be expected from the environment and the onboard electric motors, meaning that compass readings are likely to be noisy and unreliable; although, the compass is not necessary if another system, such as LiDAR localisation, is able to provide the ASV’s yaw angle. Accelerometers and gyroscopes are unaffected by the operational environment and with recent improvements in MEMS devices, reasonably priced, high accuracy, low power devices are now available.

Underwater acoustic systems (active sonars) paired with an appropriate SLAM algorithm can be used for absolute localisation [23–27]. Most systems are designed for and used in marine environments and their performance in confined highly structured environments is unquantified. Acoustic systems can suffer from multi-path issues or multiple echoes [18] and this will be amplified in confined environments. In comparison to a LiDAR, beam widths are wide and refresh rates are low, generally between 1–10 Hz [18,23,27,28]. A key benefit of acoustic systems is that they are unaffected by water turbidity [18,23]. Sonar localisation using beacons at known locations must be ruled out in the present case due to the requirements for minimal infrastructure and fast deployment. So called, sonar SLAM, using a mechanically scanned imaging sonar (MSIS) [4,26] would be possible, and given the typically slow movement required in the current context sonar SLAM may be a viable option, although difficult to make the case for if above surface LiDAR SLAM is available.
2.2. Technology Selection

The analysis presented in Section 2.1 is summarised in Table 1 and has clear findings. Due to high refresh rates and accuracy combined with low sensitivity to external conditions, the ASV developed in the present work uses a waterproof 2D LiDAR to provide absolute localisation. Addition of an IMU to improve relative state estimation was also shown to be viable but not necessary and investigation into the improvements that may be obtained from this addition will be the subject of future research. While not viable without a robust localisation system already in place as fail over, it may be possible to improve localisation by incorporation of vision systems for odometry or absolute localisation. Due to the significant increase in system complexity that would be required for an unquantified improvement, a vision system will not be incorporated at the present time. Since we have access to data from an above surface LiDAR, sonar SLAM will not be used.

Table 1. Summary of relevant localisation technologies; data from references of Section 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>Mean Error</th>
<th>Refresh Rate</th>
<th>Environmental Influence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GNSS</td>
<td>Absolute localisation</td>
<td>≈1 m [12]</td>
<td>20–50 Hz</td>
<td>Only available outdoors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer vision</td>
<td>Absolute localisation or odometry</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Highly sensitive to environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiDAR SLAM</td>
<td>Absolute localisation</td>
<td>3–6 mm [20]</td>
<td>≈10–50 Hz</td>
<td>Requires local features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-axis IMU</td>
<td>Fuse with absolute localisation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>≈50–200 Hz</td>
<td>Almost unaffected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonar SLAM</td>
<td>Absolute localisation</td>
<td>1.9 m</td>
<td>≈1–10 Hz</td>
<td>Only available below surface</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Hardware Design

Figure 2 shows images derived from design files and a photo of the ASV named MallARD (sMall Autonomous Robotic Duck). The MallARD platform has six main parts: (I) Chassis plates, (II) pontoons, (III) electronics tray, (IV) battery tray, (V) four thrusters and (VI) waterproof 2D LiDAR. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 give detail of the mechanical, propulsion and electronic design of the MallARD.

Figure 2. The MallARD platform design, dimensions and components.
3.1. Mechanical and Propulsion

Previous ASVs have been underactuated [6–10] typically with catamaran design to maximise stability and minimise hydrodynamic drag in the surge direction. Due to the low speeds required, hydrodynamic drag magnitude will be small and since the robot must be holonomic (actuated in surge, sway and yaw) a classic catamaran design would have high drag bias in the sway direction compared to surge. The MallARD design is based on a stable platform that can move; the dual pontoon arrangement with wide spacing between the pontoons is simple, offers good stability and makes space through the centre of the robot for sensor payloads.

To provide locomotion, the robot has four bidirectional thrusters located at each of the four corners of the robot and angled at 45 degrees to the \( x \) or \( y \) axes. This thruster layout was selected due to its inherent symmetry in terms of drag and thrust and because the thrusters can be positioned such that they do not interfere with the central payload space. Geometric symmetry about the \( xz \) and \( yz \) planes means that drag forces will act through the central \( z \)-axis and not induce rotation. Thrust symmetry is important due to the thruster’s hydrodynamic design, for the same input magnitude, forward thrust is greater than backward. The chosen thruster layout accounts for this difference because motion in either the \( x_b \) or \( y_b \) direction requires an even balance of thrusters acting forward and backward, the same is true of yaw.

Pitch and roll actuation was not implemented on MallARD because it was found to be unnecessary for operation in small indoor pools. In indoor pools with normal levels of water circulation, the water surface is almost still. The combination of still water, a wide dual pontoon design and low operating speeds means that variations in pitch roll are small and have a negligible effect on the LiDAR operation. Active stabilisation would be necessary if higher stability is required for the payload or if the vehicle is operated in larger pools where the LiDAR scans risk missing the walls due to pitch and roll variation. In this case, adding an active stabilised platform (two-axis gimbal) to the ASV is a simpler solution than actuating the whole robot.

The MallARD is constructed from off-the-shelf components where possible, pontoons, thrusters, glancing system and circular clamps are from the Blue Robotics range. The chassis plates are laser cut from 5 mm Acetal sheet. The robot without payload weighs 10.5 kg.

3.2. Electronic

The MallARD is powered by two 5 Ah 11.1 V Lithium polymer batteries connected in series and housed in the front pontoon. All computational components are housed in the rear pontoon and the LiDAR is positioned on top of the front pontoon.

Figure 3 shows how the MallARD system components are electronically connected. At the core of the system is a single board computer running Linux and ROS (robot operating system). The single board computer receives information from the LiDAR and communicates with the control laptop via the onboard Ethernet switch. All autonomous functionality is performed onboard and the control laptop is only used for visualisation and manual control. When not in autonomous mode, the MallARD can be controlled using a joy-pad which sends data to the single board computer via the control laptop and Ethernet switch. Motion commands are sent from the single board computer over a serial connection to a micro-controller which generates a PWM signal that is sent to the electronic speed controllers (ESCs). The four ESCs receive power from the battery and provide a phased output on three cores to the brushless motors in the four thrusters.

3.3. Localisation and Navigation System

Figure 4 presents MallARD’s localisation and autonomous navigation system. Inputs to the system are the LiDAR scan and the array of waypoints that is generated by the global planner. After the waypoint array is generated, the main loop runs each time a new LiDAR scan is produced. Throughout the present work the LiDAR scans at 15 Hz, making this the loop rate. At the centre of the main loop
is the trajectory tracking controller and local planner. The local planner takes three variable inputs, start pose, goal pose and start time; these inputs are updated when a goal is met or if a goal has not been arrived at within a margin of the expected arrival time. When an update is made a new start time is recorded, the goal pose becomes the start pose and a new goal pose is taken from the next row of the waypoint array. Using the three variable inputs, the local planner determines the desired state vector $s_d(t)$ at any given time. The trajectory tracking controller receives $s_d(t)$ from the local planner and the actual state vector $s(t)$, which is generated using the LiDAR scan via a SLAM algorithm (Hector mapping [29]) and numerical differentiation block. The error between $s_d(t)$ and $s(t)$ drives three proportional controllers that output the three-component force/moment vector $\tau_n$. In the thrust allocation block, the $\tau_n$ vector is converted into the body frame using Equation (2), resulting in $\tau_b$. The three-component body frame force/moment vector $\tau_b$ is converted into the four-component thruster frame force vector $\tau_t$ using the thrust allocation matrix, detailed in Section 3.3.7. Individual thruster frame forces are then scaled to PWM values which are used to drive the ESCs and ultimately the thrusters.

![Figure 3. MallARD electronic connection flowchart.](image)

![Figure 4. Flowchart describing MallARD’s localisation and autonomous navigation system structure.](image)
To speed up development and reduce the need for pool access, all localisation and navigation software was initially built on the El-MallARD platform [30]: A holonomic ground robot that can mimic the physics of an aquatic surface vehicle. Details of the key functional components of the localisation and autonomous navigation system are presented in Sections 3.3.1–3.3.7.

3.3.1. Coordinate System and Conventions

When analysing the 3 DOF motion of MallARD, it is convenient to use two coordinate frames as presented in Figure 5. All coordinate systems are right handed with the $z$-axis pointing upwards [31]. Using the notation convention of [32], the pose of the centre of the vessel in the earth-fixed navigation frame $\{n\}$ is $\eta = [x, y, \psi]^T$ where $x$ and $y$ are Cartesian positions and $\psi$ is the yaw angle about the $z$ axis. The full state vector in the $\{n\}$ frame is defined as $s = \begin{bmatrix} \eta \\ \eta \end{bmatrix} = [x, y, \psi, \dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{\psi}]^T$, where $\dot{}$ refers to differentiation with respect to time. In the present work, localisation and control is performed in the navigation reference frame $\{n\}$, although the MallARD’s propulsion output must ultimately be expressed in the body-fixed frame $\{b\}$.

$\tau_b$ and $\tau_n$ are the vectors of propulsion forces and moments in $\{b\}$ and $\{n\}$ respectively. The rotation matrix $R_{nb}$ relates the navigation frame forces vector to the body frame force vector according to

$$\tau_b = R_{nb} \tau_n$$

(1)

where

$$R_{nb} (\psi) = \begin{bmatrix} \cos \psi & \sin \psi & 0 \\ -\sin \psi & \cos \psi & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

(2)

Figure 5. Earth-fixed $\{n\}$ and body-fixed $\{b\}$ reference frames.

3.3.2. Global Planner

The global planner is used to produce waypoints that the robot navigates between. The planner discussed below is an example that has been designed to meet the requirements of the application discussed in Section 1.2.1. However, the design of the global planner is application dependent and
should be changed or replaced to best meet the requirements of the task. Since the environment is static, waypoints can be positioned prior to inspection commencing and no replanning is necessary. In most circumstances, environments that mobile robots operate in have nonuniform cost maps due to the presence of obstacles or asymmetry of the 2D environment [33]. For the present case, the 2D environment is rectangular and has no obstacles, meaning that a cost map is unnecessary. For this reason, the environment can be covered efficiently with a boustrophedon path [34]. The stripe gap, yaw angle and rectangular area to be covered are the inputs to the boustrophedon global path planner and the output is a 2D array of waypoints. Figure 6 shows the $x$ and $y$ coordinates that are produced by a typical usage of the global planner. Yaw is fixed and remains constant for each waypoint.

![Figure 6. Output of the global planner for a rectangle defined by coordinates $x_1 = 0.2, y_1 = 0.4$, $x_2 = 1.6, y_2 = 0.8$ and with a stripe gap of 0.2 m.](image)

3.3.3. Local Planner

The local planner is responsible for calculating the desired poses and velocities required for MallARD to travel between two waypoints as a function of time $x_d(t)$. Since MallARD is fully actuated in its degrees of freedom and there are no dynamic obstacles in the environment, there is no need for the local planner to deform the initial global plan to account for the kinematic model of the vehicle or to avoid obstacles [35]. As such, the planner plots a straight line between the start pose $\eta_s$ and the goal pose $\eta_g$, and ramps the velocities of the vehicle $(\dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{\psi})$ from zero at a given acceleration $c_a$ to a maximum velocity $c_v$ and back down to zero again for its arrival at the goal pose. In the following explanation of the local planner, $x$ is used as the target parameter but the same algorithm is used for $y$ and $\psi$ and so the equations are omitted for brevity.

With reference to Figure 7, when new goal $x_g$ and zero $x_s$ poses are sent to the local planner, the current time $t$ is recorded and set as $t_0$, $t_r$ and $t_v$ are calculated as follows:

$$t_r = \frac{c_{dx}}{c_{ax}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

$$t_v = \frac{\Delta x - t_r c_{dx}}{c_{vx}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\Delta x = x_g - x_s$. Now, each time the loop in Figure 4 runs, the requested position and velocity $x_d(t)$ and $\dot{x}_d(t)$ are calculated. The value of $x_d(t)$ is read directly from the function that is used to generate the plot in Figure 7 and $x_d(t)$ is found by integration of the plot function between $t_0$ and $t$. 
Figure 7. Plot of the local planner’s velocity ramping function, desired velocity $\dot{x}_d(t)$ against time $t$.

3.3.4. Trajectory Tracking Controller

The trajectory tracking controller is responsible for holding MallARD on the path dictated by the local planner. For aquatic and aerial vehicles alike, there is no direct means of controlling velocity at a low level as one might control the velocity of a wheel on a ground robot. For this reason, it is necessary to implement a trajectory tracking controller that interfaces with the higher level localisation systems to stop the vehicle drifting off its trajectory due to the presence of external disturbances or imbalances in physical components \[7,36,37\].

The trajectory tracking controller takes inputs from the local planner, $s_d = [\eta_d, \dot{\eta}_d]^T$; the SLAM algorithm, $\eta = [x, y, \psi]^T$ and the numerical differentiation algorithm $\dot{\eta} = [\dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{\psi}]^T$ and outputs the propulsion force/moment vector in the navigation frame $\tau_n = [X, Y, \Psi]^T$.

It is important to note that $\tau_n$ and $\tau_b$ are not real forces but are analogous to force because the relationship between the force output and PWM input to the thruster’s ESCs is close to linear. The units of $\tau_n$ and $\tau_b$ are arbitrary as they are affected by the control parameters.

The trajectory controller consists of three PD position controllers:

\[
X = (x_d - x) k_{px} + (\dot{x}_d - \dot{x}) k_{vx},
\]

\[
Y = (y_d - y) k_{py} + (\dot{y}_d - \dot{y}) k_{vy},
\]

\[
\Psi = (\psi_d - \psi) k_{p\psi} + (\dot{\psi}_d - \dot{\psi}) k_{v\psi},
\]

where $k_{px}, k_{vx}, k_{py}, k_{vy}, k_{p\psi}, k_{v\psi}$ are tuneable control parameters.

3.3.5. Localisation and Mapping

When the MallARD is placed in the pool and initialised, LiDAR scans start being delivered to the SLAM algorithm: Hector mapping \[29\]. MallARD is then manually driven around the pool using the joypad while the SLAM algorithm builds a complete and accurate map. With a complete map, MallARD is ready to begin autonomous navigation. At this point the SLAM algorithm is essentially performing localisation as the map remains virtually constant.

3.3.6. Numerical Differentiation

The velocity components of the state vector at index $i$ ($\dot{x}(i), \dot{y}(i), \dot{\psi}(i)$) are computed in real-time by numerical differentiation using current and previous readings of the displacement components ($x(i), y(i), \psi(i)$), where $i$ is the index of the main loop as presented in Figure 4. Equation (8) gives the algorithm in terms of $x$, however, the algorithm is identical for $y$ and $\psi$ therefore their equations are once again omitted for brevity.

\[
\dot{x}(i) = \frac{\sum_{j=i-n_d-1}^{i} x(j) - x(j-1)}{n_d - (j-1)}
\]

Throughout the present work $n_d = 4$. 

\[\text{Equation (8)}\]
3.3.7. Thrust Allocation

The trajectory tracking controller outputs the propulsion demand force/moment vector $\tau_n = [X, Y, \Psi]^T$ in the navigation frame and is converted to $\tau_b$ in the body frame using Equation (1). The relationship between control demand and individual actuator demand is given by:

$$\tau_b = T \tau_t, \quad (9)$$

where $T$ is the thrust allocation matrix and $\tau_t = [F_1, F_2, F_3, F_4]^T$ is the vector of individual actuator demands. With reference to Figure 8, $T$ is formed by considering the contribution of each thruster to each component of $\tau_n$, i.e.,

$$T = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\theta_1) & \sin(\theta_1) & l_{y1} \cos(\theta_1) - l_{x1} \sin(\theta_1) \\
\cos(\theta_2) & \sin(\theta_2) & -l_{y2} \cos(\theta_2) - l_{x2} \sin(\theta_2) \\
\cos(\theta_3) & \sin(\theta_3) & l_{y3} \cos(\theta_3) + l_{x3} \sin(\theta_3) \\
\cos(\theta_4) & \sin(\theta_4) & -l_{y4} \cos(\theta_4) + l_{x4} \sin(\theta_4)
\end{bmatrix}^T. \quad (10)$$

Since $\tau_t$ is required in terms of $\tau_b$, Equation (9) must be rearranged,

$$\tau_t = T^\dagger \tau_b \quad \text{(11)}$$

where, $T^\dagger$ is the Moore-Penrose inverse of $T$.

For the present system, $l_{x1} = l_{x2} = l_{x3} = l_{x4} = 0.15 \text{ m}$, $l_{y1} = l_{y2} = l_{y3} = l_{y4} = 0.205 \text{ m}$, $\theta_1 = 3/4 \pi \text{ rad}$, $\theta_2 = 5/4 \pi \text{ rad}$, $\theta_3 = 1/4 \pi \text{ rad}$ and $\theta_4 = 7/4 \pi \text{ rad}$.

Figure 8. Thruster layout and notation, $\theta$ angles are measured anticlockwise from the body-fixed $x$-axis, lengths $l$ are always positive.

4. Experiments and Deployments

4.1. Experiment Setup

The functional localisation and control accuracy of the MallARD platform has been tested in two experiments that were designed to mimic the two application examples discussed in Sections 1.2.1 and 1.2.2. Figure 9A shows the MallARD in the tank at the University of Manchester’s test facility where the experiments were performed. The control gains were tuned individually for each of the three degrees of freedom to give the fastest return to a set-point possible while restricting visible overshoot to two oscillations. This tuning method is repeatable and gives a good balance between stability, tracking...
performance and tolerance to external forces such as wind, currents and tether interaction. During testing the only significant source of external disturbance was the tether. While the tether is flexible and manually fed out as the robot requires, it still causes a significant disturbance that is difficult to quantify. In all testing the linear and angular velocity limits on ASV were set to 0.1 m/s and 0.2 rad/s respectively and the stripe gap was set to 0.3 m.

Experiment one assessed the accuracy of the MallARD when following a stripe path (Figure 6) in a 2.35 m by 3.58 m test pool. The motion pattern used in this test is representative of the motion path that would be required of MallARD when deploying an ICVD, as per Section 1.2.1. For this experiment, the global planner described in Section 3.3.2 was used to set out waypoints and the desired yaw was always set to zero. The experiment was repeated three times.

In experiment two, the MallARD platform’s ability to repeatably move to the same fixed pose near to a wall and hold the pose was tested. Returning to a known position and holding a pose is the type of behaviour that might be required for deploying a radiation sensor, as described in Section 1.2.2. In this experiment, the global planer was bypassed and pose goals were sent directly to the local planner. Once a goal was reached the robot is programmed to hold its pose. After 20 seconds holding the pose, the MallARD was sent to an arbitrary position in the pool before being sent back to hold the same initial pose again for 20 s. MallARD was sent from an arbitrary pose to the initial pose near a wall three times.

4.2. Results

Figure 10 shows the measured and planned trajectory of the ASV for the first run of experiment one. The trajectory of the robot is measured onboard by the LiDAR and associated SLAM algorithm. For the duration of the experiments, MallARD’s dynamic pose was also measured by a VICON motion capture system consisting of 12 cameras mounted around the pool. The VICON measurement was used as a ground truth to verify the accuracy of the SLAM output as well as the full system accuracy. The accuracy of the VICON system has been shown to be sub-millimetre in representative testing [38] and this was confirmed by the system’s internal error calculation metric. As is apparent in Figure 10, the output from the SLAM algorithm and the VICON system match very closely. The overall RMS error between the VICON system and the SLAM output in the x and y directions over the three experiments was 1.9 mm.

Figure 11 presents the trajectory error for the three runs of experiment one. Trajectory error is measured at each time index (in the 15 Hz loop) as the Euclidean distance between the local planner’s x, y position request and the VICON measured x, y position. Figure 12 shows the error spread for
the three 20-s-long position holding tests performed in experiment two. Additionally presented in Figures 11 and 12 is the mean absolute trajectory error and maximum absolute trajectory error for each test.

4.3. Deployments

In addition to the experiments performed in a lab setting, the MallARD has been used in two trial deployments carrying a mock Cherenkov viewing device [2], with the goal of automating spent fuel verification tasks. The first deployment was in Brisbane, Australia (Figure 9B) in a pool with features representative of a SFP including strong water pumps and obstacles; MallARD performed the prescribed task well, holding trajectory with confidence in the presence of strong disturbances. The second deployment was in a real SFP in Finland where the robot was again successfully deployed, this time the MallARD was deployed by trained IAEA operatives without assistance from University of Manchester researchers.

![Figure 10. MallARD planned trajectory, simultaneous location and mapping (SLAM) output and ground truth in the x and y axes.](image)

![Figure 11. Histograms showing the error spread for the three repeated path tracking experiments. The absolute error is measured as the minimum Euclidean distance between the planned trajectory and the VICON measured location for each time index.](image)
5. Discussion and Future Work

For the path tracking experiments, Figures 10 and 11 show that when the ASV is following a straight line, the absolute error is very low < 10 mm. This meets the application requirements of sub-centimetre path tracking accuracy set out in Section 1.2.1. However, as might be expected, when the vehicle makes a sharp change in direction the error spikes and remains high for a few seconds until the vehicle settles on the next straight path. This error spike will not significantly degrade the system performance as tracking accuracy is only critical when following lines of fuel.

When compared to previous ASVs in the literature [6–9], the tracking error achieved by the MallARD is around two orders of magnitude lower. However, it must be noted that this comparison is somewhat unfair because the MallARD is a unique ASV designed for an application that is quite dissimilar to any previously published works. It is perhaps more appropriate to consider the present work a benchmark for the development of similar systems in the future.

In the position holding experiments (Figure 12) the MallARD also performed well, with absolute errors generally below one centimetre despite the disturbance of the tether. This proves that the MallARD platform is suitable for deploying radiation sensors and holding them in repeatable positions near walls.

Now that the MallARD platform is fully functional and its capabilities have been quantified in baseline experiments, there are many options for using it in further research. During development and testing, two potentially significant sources of error were identified and will be the subject of future work. First, common to all electric motors, the thrusters used on MallARD have a deadband around zero. Due to the relatively low thrust requirements of the system in comparison to the capacity of the thrusters, the deadband may have a considerable impact on the effectiveness of the control system. With the current thruster layout, it is possible to avoid the deadband altogether by only allowing the motors to spin in one direction and having all thrusters spinning even when the ASV is still. Second, compared to the pose reading from the VICON system, the reading from the SLAM algorithm is noisy. Therefore, to produce a smooth velocity reading via numerical differentiation, a long time history is required, meaning there is a trade-off between noise on the velocity reading and latency. It may be possible to remove the latency and significantly reduce noise by fusing the SLAM output with an IMU or dynamic system model, improving the performance of the control system by improving the accuracy and precision of its inputs.

Other areas of research that are planned for the MallARD platform include: Evaluating and optimising MallARD’s ability to track trajectories with known quantifiable disturbances present; using MallARD in collaboration with an underwater vehicle to provide accurate localisation of the submersible without additional external infrastructure; implementing model predictive control on MallARD to improve trajectory tracking ability; auto-tuning of system model coefficients and replacing elements of the software system, such the dynamic system model, with neural networks.
6. Conclusions

A novel autonomous surface vehicle (ASV) that is capable of aiding the automation of inspection and monitoring tasks in spent fuel pools (SFPs) and wet silos has been presented. A variety of sensors were evaluated with consideration made to the environmental and operational conditions. The performance of the vehicle’s localisation system, path tracking accuracy and position holding accuracy were investigated in a series of experiments and validated against a robust ground truth. The localisation system was found to have an average error of under 2 mm and the path tracking and position holding error was approximately 1 cm, whereas previous vehicle’s mean path tracking error is 1 m or above. The drastic reduction in tracking error is down to two key factors: First, the present vehicle uses a 2D LiDAR for localisation which gives much higher accuracy and refresh rates than previous vehicles that were designed for use outdoors in large bodies of water and used satellite triangulation as their primary method of absolute localisation; second, unlike previous systems, the present vehicle is holonomic which improves controllability significantly. A restriction of the present system is that pool sizes are limited to the range of the LiDAR used and the pool must be surrounded by vertical walls that protrude at least 0.3 m above the water surface. The unique ASV platform detailed and benchmarked in this paper is highly adaptable and is ready to be used for further research into improvements in localisation and control of aquatic vehicles in confined environments.
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